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4 Hong Kong Federation of Business Students

About HKFBS
Hong Kong Federation of Business Students, HKFBS, is a non-profit organization managed by local 
business undergraduates, with more than 10,000 members from the 9 local universities. We are the 
only organization which includes the widest spectrum of local students from the business field.
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Foreword from the President

Lai Hon Wai, David
President
Hong Kong Federation of Business Students
Session 2011-2012

“In the business world, the rearview mirror is always clearer than the windshield,” once said 
Mr. Warren Buffett, one of the most successful investors in the world.

It is always easier to see the bigger and clearer picture from hindsight than to predict what lies 
ahead of us. To investors, Buffett’s statement is a line of wisdom which reminds them of the 
uncertainties in the business world. To us, the 27th executive committee members of HKFBS, 
we found different interpretations.

History never lies. The rearview mirror of our ride clearly reflects the accomplishments of 
the forerunners of the past twenty six sessions. We witness the progress of our Federation, 
through the growing number of members, the increasingly diversified functions, and the 
recognition and support shown by the local business community. Hence, these achievements 
will be the grounds for us, and our successors, to continue to carry out the excellent work in 
the coming years. It will serve as an incentive for us, to encourage and motivate us to take up 
challenges as we continue our journey with the windshield projecting exciting opportunities.

In this publication, we proudly present HKFBS’s functions of the year, each carefully designed 
and prepared with the aim to add colours to our members’ university lives and to support their 
personal and career development, with passion and dedication.
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The 27th Executive Committee
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Member Societies

Economics and Finance Society (EFS)
City University of Hong Kong

The Society of Business Administration (BASO)
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

The Association of Business Students (ABS)
Hong Kong Baptist University

The Society of Business Administration (SBA)
Hong Kong Shue Yan University

Business Association (BA)
The University of Hong Kong

Business Students’ Union (BSU)
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Business Administration Society (BAS)
Lingnan University

Student Society of Business and Administration (Full-time Programme) (SBAF)
The Open University of Hong Kong

Faculty of Business Students’ Association (FBSA)
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
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The 27th Inauguration Ceremony
Functions

The 27th Inauguration Ceremony of Hong 
Kong Federation of Business Students was 
successfully held on 28th March, 2011 at 
Rayson Huang Theatre, The University of 
Hong Kong. Not only did the ceremony 
mark the commencement of the 27th Ex-
ecutive Committee, but it also served as a 
platform for intellectual exchange between 
the business community, the government 
sector and the students.

This year, we are honoured to have 

Mr. Leung Chun Ying, Convenor of the 
Executive Council of Hong Kong, as our 
Guest of Honour, Mr. Chow Kwong Fai 
and Mr. Wu Ting Yuk as our Honourable 
Guest Speakers.

We would like to take this opportunity to 
express our deepest gratitude towards 
all the honourable guests, past Executive 
Committee members and representatives 
from different business students societies 
for their wholehearted participation.

Diamond Sponsors Platinum Sponsor
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Zhejiang Economics and Culture Study Tour

Co-organizer Official Sponsor

浙江大學港澳台事務辦公室

浙江大學能源系

Zhejiang Economics and Culture Study 
Tour was successfully held during the 
first week of July 2011. The debut study 
tour to Hangzhou, co-organized with 
Zhejiang University, aims to provide our 
members the opportunity to widen their 
horizons and gain insight into the ad-
vancement of economic development in 
Mainland China. The theme of the tour 
is “Economic Development and Energy 
Utilization”, and thanks to the dedicated 
support from local parties at Hangzhou 
and Shaoxing, various firm visits and 
activities were organized and carefully 
arranged throughout the 7-day tour. 

In order to gain an in-depth understand-
ing of the economic development in 
Zhejiang Province, we had featured visits 
to headquarters of well-known Chinese 
companies, such as Wahaha and Zheji-
ang Guyuelongshan Shaoxing Wine Co. 
Ltd. These visits offered our participants 
an overview of the region’s development 
and a glimpse of Chinese corporate 
culture. 

Energy utilization has come to public at-
tention since the release of the 12th Five-
year Plan. Thanks to Zhejiang University, 
our participants were able to learn more about the current development of renewable energy through a 
special visit to the renowned State Key Laboratory of Clean Energy Utilization. We are also delighted to visit 
Zhejiang Provincial Energy Group Company Ltd., where the company’s executives had shared their working 
experience in the energy industry in Mainland China.

Apart from the theme-exploration activities, cultural exchange and knowledge-sharing have also been the 
highlight of the tour. Strong bonds and friendships were built among our participants and students from 
Zhejiang Universities.

With the encouraging feedbacks we received from our participants and other co-organizing parties, we are 
determined to seek for more exciting exchange opportunities in the future.

Functions
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Orientation Camp Visits 2011
Every year, students societies from each univer-
sity organize orientation camps with the hope 
to assist freshmen to familiarize themselves 
with the campus environment and adapt quickly 
to their university life. During these times, we 
launched a visit campaign named “Orientation 
Camp Visits 2011”, in which we visit orientation 
camps of the 9 local universities in Hong Kong.

The campaign serves to welcome our new 
members and introduce them to our Federation’s 
whole year functions. A brief presentation is 
given to introduce activities offered by HKFBS to 
enrich their 3-year university experience. Wel-
fare packages, including our yearly publications 
and coupon booklets, are also distributed to our 
members as a welcoming gift.

Official Sponsors

Functions

Other Sponsors
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Functions
Stepping Stone to Success Scheme 2011

Firm Visits & Workshops

Executive Roundtable for Elites

Mentorship Programme 2011

Stepping Stone to Success Scheme 2011 (S4) is a series of functions that aims to equip business students 
with comprehensive knowledge of the business world. S4 consists of Executive Roundtable for Elites, Men-
torship Programme 2011, Firm Visits and Workshops. These functions serve to provide our members with 
insights and hands-on experience of the real business world.

A series of Firm Visits and Workshops will be held in the com-
ing year. During Firm Visits, students will be able to interact with 
their potential employers. They will have a better understanding 
of real-life business operations and develop fundamental busi-
ness knowledge. Besides, by attending Workshops, students will 
be able to equip themselves with essentials skills to develop their 
future career path.

Executive Roundtable for Elites provides students with 
invaluable opportunities to have close interactions with 
business leaders in Hong Kong. We aim at providing 
students an opportunity to exchange ideas with cur-
rent prominent social figures as well as their counter-
parts from different universities, in the form of small 
group discussions.

Mentorship Programme 2011 provides a platform for business stu-
dents to broaden their networks by introducing them to business 
professionals from different fields. Through this programme, our 
members can learn more from our mentors’ experience in their 
respective industry and develop effective career planning.

Gold Sponsors
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KPMG Business Administration Paper 2011
Business Administration Paper is an inter-university busi-
ness plan writing competition organized annually by HKFBS. 
For the past 25 years, BA Paper has been one of the most 
representative competitions among local business under-
graduates. Due to the long history of BA Paper, the compe-
tition has gained remarkable support from the public sector. 

BA Paper aims at fostering the exchange of ideas between 
the academic field and business field and recognizes out-
standing business plans. Students will have a wider and 
deeper understanding of the real market situation and busi-
ness environment through participating in the competition.

In order to further enhance the flow of ideas among local 
and foreign students, teams from overseas universities are 
also invited to compete with local finalists for the cham-
pion.
This is a list of prizes that last year we had in China Mobile Hong 
Kong Business Administration Paper 2010:

Champion HK$20,000 Cash Prize + Internship Opportunity 
  + Jewelry + Trophy
1st Runner-up HK$8,000 Cash Prize + Jewelry + Trophy
2nd Runner-up HK$4,000 Cash Prize + Jewelry + Trophy
Best Presenter  HK$1,000 Cash Prize + Trophy

The best three teams from each university were awarded Certifi-
cates of Merit.

Functions

Title Sponsor Official Sponsor

General Sponsors
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We are also interested in what 
you have in mind regarding cur-
rent affairs. We have witnessed 
different banks from Mainland 
China raising capital in Hong 
Kong. What do you think of this 
increasingly popular trend?
Hong Kong is a part of China which acts 
as an international financial centre, in 
which the Hong Kong Exchanges and 
Clearing Limited plays an important role 
in its working mechanism.

When we look back to the economic 
growth in the mainland from the late 70s, 
Deng Xiaoping’s liberalising policy en-
couraged many Hong Kong businessmen 
to invest in the mainland, and gradually, 
profits are naturally expected after an in-
vestment, these advanced Hong Kong’s 
financing industry to an international lev-
el, not only do we have a business link-
age with Mainland China, but the inter-
national top-notch banks also set up their 
branches in Hong Kong.

Regarding fund-raising or profits earn-
ing after an investment, listing the com-
pany or even selling the entire business 

Interview with Mr. Ronald Arculli

the consumption pattern of the country. 
The economy growth is hence expected 
to persistently expand, the market is yet 
to saturate. Shanghai and Hong Kong can 
still be considered as two separate mar-
kets due to the lack of free convertibility 
of the Renminbi, but it is only a matter 
of time that the free conversion of RMB 
will be achieved. For the good of both the 
mainland and Hong Kong, the PRC has 
decided to make Hong Kong as an off-
shore RMB centre, which creates huge 
responsibility and opportunity in the fu-
ture development of Hong Kong. China 
hopes to use RMB as the currency of 
trade with any other countries no matter 
it is the buying or selling of goods, but 
not US Dollars. Many say that the GDP 
of China will surpass the U.S. in 2020, 
I am not sure whether this is possible or 
not, but this does not sound very probable 
to me, as there is still quite a distance be-
tween 5 trillion USD and 14 trillion USD 
within just 9 years. The GDP of Europe 
is 15 trillion USD which is the rough 
equivalent of the entire GDP of all Asian 
countries.

The chairman of Hong Kong 
Exchanges and Clearing, 
Mr. Ronald Arculli, GBM, 
GBS, CVO, OBE, JP, talks 
about his career and his 
view on the economy.

Currently, RMB is undervalued. 
Do you think it has the poten-
tial to raise its value in the near 
future? Many people consider 
purchasing power parity to rate 
GDP. Is it possible for RMB to ap-
preciate over US dollar within 10 
years?
Purchasing power parity deviates with to-
tal GDP greatly in PRC. However, when 
comparing GDP per capita, the deviation 
in China is much more reasonable, with 
its immense population size. Population 
differences in China and the U.S. should 
be taken into consideration.

We have been talking about the 
advantages that Hong Kong pos-
sess, but many say that Shanghai, 
or more specifically the Shang-
hai Stock Exchange has been 
rising and improving so rapidly. 
Do you think that under this cir-
cumstance Hong Kong could still 
have predominance over China? 
Talking about Shanghai, what I think is 
that we do not only look at the Shanghai 
Stock Exchange, but Shanghai itself is an 
important financial and trading centre in 
Mainland China. Both the U.S. and Eu-
rope do not have only one major finan-
cial centre, with some 1.3 billion popula-
tion in China, having only one financial 
centre is impractical. Observing the past 
10 years and looking forward to the fu-
ture 10 to 20 years, it is anticipated that 
the economy will boost and thrive. The 
annual number of agricultural workers 
migrating to the cities is enormous; this 
phenomenon ensures the continuous de-
mand for housing or other tertiary ser-
vices in the cities which affects widely on 

“Whether one can 
succeed or not all 
depends on his or her 
working attitude.”
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to another investing party are some of the 
ways. Corruption is considered extremely 
rare in Hong Kong in terms of the legal 
system, taxation and the government. 
Also, Hong Kong possesses a dynamic 
media system, high information mobil-
ity and a huge group of professionals 
including experts from the media, invest-
ment banking, legal, and other financial 
industries, these all contribute to the 
fund-raising and monitoring activities in 
the mainland. The Chinese government 
would wish to use that as a role model 
to portray the rules of the game in an in-
ternational standard for the state-owned 
enterprises and enterprise banks in the 
mainland. Tsingtao Brewery Group was 
listed in Hong Kong in 1993, which was 
the first among China’s enterprises. Till 
now, there are already more than 600 
enterprises from China being listed in 
Hong Kong, of some 4,000 listed com-
panies in Hong Kong, these Chinese en-
terprises constitute 55-60% of the market 
value in the Hong Kong Exchanges and 
Clearing Limited. As these enterprises are 
comprised of the banking industry such 
as the Agricultural Bank of China, Bank 
of China, China Construction Bank, the 
insurance industry and coal mining in-
dustry etc., investors reckon we have a 
comparatively stable market with high 
transparency, strict and lawful monitor-
ing system and hence have a strong con-
fidence in this market. Looking back the 

past 10 years and foreseeing the future 
decade, Asia countries especially Main-
land China will have a promising global 
economic development, yet the 2008-09 
period did have a hugely negative effect 
on the economy of the U.S. and Europe. 
As a result, the growth would concentrate 
here in China, where Hong Kong acts as 
the centre of Asia. A five-hour flight from 
Hong Kong could cover half the popula-
tion of the globe, trading activities is then 
made favourable, which is appealing to 
businesses in China and other interna-
tional countries.

With your various accomplish-
ments in the financial and legal 
sectors, what distinctive quali-
ties do you think you possess 
that bring you to the current po-
sition?
I believe when it comes to assessing abili-
ties, one can never be the best at anything. 
This particularly applies to the competi-
tive industries such as the financial and 
legal sector. Whether one can succeed or 
not all depends on his or her working at-
titude. It will have a significant impact 
on your job performance and it will af-
fect your relationship with others, let it be 
colleagues or competitors. 

The most important thing is to work 
hard and to give in your best effort. Pay-
ing attention to details is also crucial for 
producing a good piece of work.

Are there any turning points in 
your professional career path?
After I received my professional legal de-
gree in the United Kingdom, I came back 
to Hong Kong to search for a job. Al-
though friends of mine had suggested me 
to work for the Government at the time 
(at the Department of Justice or relevant) 
to gain some work experience, I was ea-
ger to test my own abilities. I believed 
that whether or not I made the appropri-
ate decision, the answer will be reflected 
in my performance. Hence, I decided to 
start my own chamber. After working as a 
barrister for a decade or so, I realized that 
I should not be bound by my own pro-
fession, especially when a legal profes-
sion allows flexibility and can assist me 
to reach out to more job opportunities in 
the market. 

I was then encouraged to join finance 
industry. At my thirties, I figured that 
there was still time to explore other op-
portunities and make different decisions, 
and so I became the legal advisor of a 
financial company. However, after my 
involvement in investment banking for 
a few years, I eventually realized my in-
terest still lies within the legal sector and 
therefore I chose to be a solicitor. So I 
guess from my perspective, the greatest 
turning point in my career is the change 
of profession from a barrister to working 
in the financial sector, and finally became 
a solicitor.
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Interview with Mr. Leung Chun Ying

Mr. Leung Chun Ying, GBS, 
JP, the convenor of the 
Executive Council of Hong 
Kong, shares his insight 
into the competition faced 
by Hong Kong and the high 
property price.

HOS flats at this moment, replaced by 
My Home Purchase Scheme. I believe 
the principle of the Scheme will be and 
should be recognized by our citizens.

Housing is not solely an investment. 
It has two natures, as an investment and 
even more importantly, a necessity for 
people’s living, which are both highly re-
lated to our livelihood.

I have a strong belief that the conno-
tations of renting and purchasing homes 
are significantly different. Some people 
like to rent, while some who think rent-
ing is not stable would like to buy their 
own homes. We have to respect and pro-
vide assistance to those who desire to buy 
houses. A high home ownership rate can 
stabilize the society.

One of the causes for our high proper-
ty price is we have less and less supply of 
land, while our population growth has not 
lessened accordingly. To increase land 
supply, we have to consider where we 
can get more lands. For decades, every 
policy we made seems to have decreased 
property supply.

Firstly, we stopped reclamations. We 
agreed that there should not be reclama-
tion at Victoria Harbour anymore. How-
ever, it is the younger generation to decide 
whether to reclaim apart from Victoria 
Harbour. By the time your children go 

to primary school, residential buildings 
will be ready for living in if it is decided 
to build them today. These are long-term 
planning, and should be decided by those 
who will be affected.

Secondly we want to preserve many 
historic buildings. The rental prices are 
intensely high, which will hinder com-
mercial development. We need more 
space for economic growth; meanwhile, 
we also have to consider the preservation 
of heritage.

In addition, urban greenery and the 
trend of having lower density of build-
ings are also the causes for high property 
prices.

All the above caused the rapid increase 
in property prices. The median area of a 
HK$ 1,000,000 apartment is 490 sq. ft. 

If people of my generation are to 
purchase new apartments, it is probably 
because of the location or environment. 
However, if you buy your own apartment 
in the future, it is due to the need for more 
space when have family of your own.

It is a natural phenomenon that you 
will replace us within 20 years’ time. 
Therefore, it is the younger generation 
that is responsible for making the deci-
sion on how to balance all the mentioned 
problems with a more affordable accom-
modation cost.

The prolonged high property 
price in Hong Kong has become 
a heated topic for quite some 
time already. What advice would 
you give to the young generation 
on overcoming the challenges 
ahead?
Hong Kong’s property price deviates 
with the society’s purchasing power. As 
an undergraduate, you are already luckier 
than the majority of the generation which 
80% of them do not hold a Bachelor De-
gree. We cannot lower the property price 
abruptly to fit our purchasing power, for 
this act will lead to many economic and 
social problems. Meanwhile, it is impos-
sible to raise our purchasing power to 
fit the current property price. Therefore, 
governments of anywhere and anytime 
are responsible for building houses at 
subsidized prices for the needy. In Hong 
Kong, we have public estates for rental 
and HOS flats for sale. The SAR Gov-
ernment stated that we will not build 
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How will you comment on the 
progress of Mainland China and 
Hong Kong on refraining from 
over dependence on the econo-
mies of Europe and the U.S. over 
the last 3 years? 
Currently, the intra-regional trading in 
the territory is good and efficient. For ex-
ample, China is the biggest importer of 
India. There are a lot of countries export-
ing goods to India while China has the 
biggest export volume to India. However, 
we must not give up the European and the 
U.S. market, as they remain as immense 
markets and have great influence on the 
economy. Meanwhile, I suggest that we 
also put more attention and resources 
in expending the current Asian market. 
People may not see the influence of this 
suggestion in a short-term basis, but it 
can guide us to a long term direction. Dif-
ferent cities in the territory have signed 
various Free Trade Agreements, for in-
stance, the CEPA between Hong Kong 
and Mainland China, agreement between 
China and India. These help lowering the 
barriers of trading among Asian coun-
tries. Also, it is exciting to see that there 
are more capital constructions in various 
parts of China, e.g. high-speed railways, 
harbours, etc. All these contribute to 
shorter and faster freight routes; this pro-
motes trading in the territory. China has 
thus become the core of the Asia’s “Trad-
ing block”.

Under the increasing competi-
tion from Mainland China, how 
can Hong Kong survive in its po-
sition as a leading city in Asia?
Since our workforce is made up of peo-
ple from different social background, we 
cannot only allocate resources to support 
industries that yield the highest output. 
We need to introduce more diversified in-
dustries; industries which can provide job 
opportunities for most of the workforce, 
especially those who are less educated 
and experienced. For example, tourism 
can provide job opportunities for people 

“Do not blame yourself 
too much, self-
disapproving can be 
highly destructive; 
learning lessons from 
failures is good, but 
not self-blaming.”

of different expertise, from janitors, to 
drivers and managers. It should also be 
noted that 30% of Hong Kong’s work-
force has an educational level no higher 
than a standard high school student. This 
segment of the labour force requires job 
opportunities too, thus I believe new poli-
cies are needed to safeguard the interests 
and satisfy the needs of these people.

The 6 new major industries, namely 
education services, medical services, test-
ing and certification services, innovation 
and technology, environmental indus-
tries, and cultural and creative industries, 
are often discussed these days. I strongly 
believe that developing these industries 
can provide a range of job opportunities 
which more people can benefit from.

All in all, with more ports of high 
quality being built in Mainland China, we 
should not focus only on the competition 
these new facilities will bring, but rather 
should try to strengthen and value the ad-
vantages we possess in Hong Kong, such 
as good grasp of languages, global con-
nections, a well establish judicial system, 
etc. Sooner or later there will be more 
cooperation needed than competition be-
tween Hong Kong and China. With the 
help of the related Government policies, 
as well as the support from society, Hong 
Kong should be stepping forward to a 
steady and sustainable development.

As you have said, you have been 
working for quite a while and 
must have a lot of valuable expe-
riences. Are there any unforget-
table ones? And can you share 
with the university students 
nowadays on how you made 
choices throughout your life? 
There is a Chinese saying, “Fortunes nev-
er come in pairs, but misfortunes never 
come alone” (福無重至，禍不單行). The 
first part of the saying might be a sign of a 
lack of luck, but the latter is actually sci-
entific. One single bad thing that happens 
on you which makes you feel bad all day 
long, and you keep reminding yourself of 

the anger or frustration, then more likely 
that something else bad will happen on 
you. So staying calm is one of the keys. 
Learning from failures is crucial to life as 
well. Do not blame yourself too much, 
self-disapproving can be highly destruc-
tive; learning lessons from failures is 
good, but not self-blaming. Talking about 
peaks and troughs made me think of hik-
ing in the hills. It takes about 1 hour and 
a half to walk from the peak down to the 
beach. It is not just a straight nice path 
going from either side, but there are ups 
and downs while you are walking from 
the beach to the peak and vice versa. This 
resembles life that there are always rises 
and falls. Even a country shares a resem-
blance to it. When I was studying in the 
UK, I witnessed an overall ‘falling’ of the 
country punctuated with some small ‘ris-
ings’; Hong Kong, or China is on its way 
of ‘rising’, it is not a simple and straight 
rise, but with waves of wax and wane. 
As a person, it is important to observe 
the position that you are in, whether it is 
an overall rise sprinkled with small falls 
or the other way round, do not overlook 
the ‘overall’ trend but over-emphasizing 
on the sprinkles. One should always see 
further and be visionary, especially for 
teenagers while choosing their career, 
many would focus on short-term ben-
efits, say, salary and working-hours, yet 
disregarding something huger and further 
behind. Some struggle a lot on whether 
they should study one more year prior to 
entering the workforce, thinking that de-
laying to work by one year would have 
a large impact, however, this struggle is 
actually exaggerated when you look back 
after your 30 to 40 years of work.





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE HONG KONG INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED SECRETARIES 
STUDENT AMBASSADORS PROGRAMME (SAP) 2011 – 2012 

 
Over 650 undergraduates from local universities have been recruited as our student ambassadors 

 

WILL YOU BE the NEXT one? 
 
Opportunities are waiting for you: 
 

 A platform for undergraduates to understand the Chartered Secretary profession 
 To find out what career choices you have by pursuing the Chartered Secretary qualification.  
 Opportunities to expose yourselves to the business world 
 Practical work experience in the company secretarial field outside the campus  
 
Please come over to explore yourself in the Chartered Secretary profession, set a career goal, make friends and have fun! 
For more information, please contact the Education and Examinations section on 28816177 or visit 
www.hkics.org.hk 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
About The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries 
 
The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries (HKICS) is an independent professional body dedicated to the promotion of its members’ role in the formulation and 
effective implementation of good governance policies in Hong Kong and throughout China as well as the development of the profession of Chartered Secretary.  
     
HKICS was first established in 1949 as an association of Hong Kong members of the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators (ICSA) of London. It became 
a branch of ICSA in 1990 before gaining local status in 1994 and today has more than 5,400 members and approximately 3,000 students. 
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THE HONG KONG INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED SECRETARIES 
STUDENT AMBASSADORS PROGRAMME (SAP) 2011 – 2012 

 
Over 650 undergraduates from local universities have been recruited as our student ambassadors 

 

WILL YOU BE the NEXT one? 
 
Opportunities are waiting for you: 
 

 A platform for undergraduates to understand the Chartered Secretary profession 
 To find out what career choices you have by pursuing the Chartered Secretary qualification.  
 Opportunities to expose yourselves to the business world 
 Practical work experience in the company secretarial field outside the campus  
 
Please come over to explore yourself in the Chartered Secretary profession, set a career goal, make friends and have fun! 
For more information, please contact the Education and Examinations section on 28816177 or visit 
www.hkics.org.hk 
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